
Poles of zeta funtions on normal surfaesB. Rodrigues� and W. VeysJune 5, 2002AbstratLet (S; 0) be a normal surfae germ and f a nononstant regular funtion on (S; 0)with f(0) = 0. Using any additive invariant on omplex algebrai varieties one anassoiate a zeta funtion to these data, where the topologial and motivi zeta funtionare the roughest and the �nest one, respetively. In this paper we are interested in ageometri determination of the poles of these funtions. The seond author alreadyprovided suh a determination for the topologial zeta funtion in the ase of nonsin-gular surfaes. Here we give a omplete answer for all normal surfaes, at least on themotivi level. The topologial zeta funtion however seems to be too rough for thispurpose, although for negative poles, whih are the only ones in the nonsingular ase,we are able to prove exatly the same result as for nonsingular surfaes.We also give and verify a (natural) de�nition for when a rational number is a poleof the motivi zeta funtion.Introdution(0.1) Let Y be a nonsingular omplex algebrai variety of dimension d and f a nononstantregular funtion on Y . Denef and Loeser assoiated global and loal zeta funtions to f ,whih are interesting singularity invariants of the hypersurfae f�1f0g and its germ at somepoint 0 2 f�1f0g, respetively. Here we will only onsider the loal ase; these invariants areexpressed as follows in terms of an embedded resolution h : X ! Y of f�1f0g in (Y; 0). Anembedded resolution always exists in harateristi 0 by Hironaka [6℄.Denote by Ei, i 2 T , the irreduible omponents of h�1(f�1f0g) and set EÆI := (\i2IEi)n([l =2IEl) for I � T . So X is the disjoint union of the loally losed strata EÆI , I � T . Fori 2 T we also denote by Ni and �i� 1 the multipliity of Ei in the divisor of f Æh and h�(!),respetively, where ! is a loal generator of the sheaf of regular di�erential d-forms on Y .Remark that Ni; �i 2 Z>0.The topologial zeta funtion of f is de�ned asZtop(f; s) :=XI�T �(EÆI \ h�1f0g)Yi2I 1�i + sNi 2 Q (s); (0:1:1)�Researh Assistant of the Belgian Fund for Sienti� Researh - Flanders.2000 Mathematis Subjet ClassiÆaton. 14B05 14E15 14J17 (32S50)1



where �(�) denotes the topologial Euler harateristi. The original proof in [3℄ that thisexpression does not depend on the hosen resolution is by obtaining it as a kind of limit ofp-adi Igusa zeta funtions.Denote by [W ℄ the lass of an algebrai variety W in the Grothendiek ring of algebraivarieties over C and by MC the loalization of this ring with respet to L := [A 1 ℄; see (1.4).The motivi zeta funtion Zmot(f; s) of f is a muh �ner invariant, intrinsially de�nedusing motivi integration in [4℄, where also the following formula in terms of the resolutionh : X ! Y is derived :Zmot(f; s) = L�dXI�T [EÆI \ h�1f0g℄Yi2I L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 : (0:1:2)It lives in a loalization of the polynomial ring MC [L�s ℄. (Sometimes the de�nition isresaled to eliminate the fator L�d .)In fat suh a zeta funtion an be de�ned using any additive invariant on omplexalgebrai varieties, where �(�) and [�℄ are the roughest and �nest suh invariants, yieldingthe roughest and �nest zeta funtions Ztop(f; s) and Zmot(f; s), respetively. E.g. on thelevel of Hodge polynomials we have a useful \intermediate level" zeta funtion ZHod(f; s),see (1.5) and [16℄.(0.2) In [16℄ the seond author extended the zeta funtions above to the ase of funtions fon germs of arbitrary Q -Gorenstein varieties (Y; 0) with f(Ysing) = f0g. We again onsideran embedded resolution h : X ! Y of f�1f0g in (Y; 0). A key point in generalizing theexpressions above to the singular setting is the interpretation of the numbers �i. Consideringthem as the log disrepanies of the Ei, i.e. given byKX = h�KY +Xi2T (�i � 1)Ei ; (�)where K� denotes the anonial divisor, indeed makes sense for Q -Gorenstein varieties Y .Remark that now the �i are more generally rational numbers, whih an be negative orzero. With this interpretation of the �i we keep using the notation of (0.1) for h, and thegeneralized zeta funtions are still given as in (0.1.1) and (0.1.2).(0.2.1) Remark. When Y is log terminal, i.e. all �i > 0, we an onsider the degenerate aseof the zero funtion f � 0. On the level of Euler harateristis and Hodge polynomials thisyields preisely (loal versions of) Batyrev's stringy Euler number and stringy E-funtion,respetively, see [2℄.(0.3) We are espeially interested in the poles of Ztop(f; s) and the other zeta funtions.(i) When (Y; 0) is nonsingular these poles are the subjet of the remarkable MonodromyConjeture [3, 4℄, whih relates them to eigenvalues of the loal monodromy of f : Y !C , and whih is still open for d � 3. 2



(ii) When (Y; 0) is log anonial, i.e. all �i � 0, the absolute value mini2Tf�i=Nig of thelargest andidate pole is in fat just the log anonial threshold of f at 0 (and is thusindependent of the hosen resolution), see [7, Setion 8℄. The whole set f� �iNi j i 2 Tgis of ourse not an invariant of f , but its subset onsisting of the poles of Ztop(f; s) is.Philosophially the poles of these zeta funtions are indued by \important" ompo-nents Ei, whih our in every resolution.(iii) It is an important and diÆult question whether or not one an deide \geometrially"when a given andidate pole � �iNi , i 2 T , is a pole. We illustrate this with the followingpositive answer in the simplest ase.(0.3.1) Theorem[14℄. Let Y be nonsingular and d = 2, and take h as the minimalembedded resolution of f�1f0g in (Y; 0). Then sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Nifor some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ = � �iNi for someexeptional urve Ei interseting at least three times other omponents.When Y is nonsingular and d � 3 there are partial results on \geometrial" vanishingonditions for andidate poles [13℄.(0.4) This paper deals with singular varieties Y of dimension d = 2. We �rst reall thatthen the log disrepanies an be de�ned by (�) for any normal surfae germ, see (1.3).In [15℄ the seond author introdued and studied topologial and motivi zeta funtionsassoiated to a regular funtion f on a normal surfae germ (Y; 0). The de�nitions are as in(0.1.1) and (0.1.2), and in dimension 2 the independene of the hosen embedded resolutionis straightforward using the minimal one. In fat, in these de�nitions and in our results onean replae more generally f�1f0g by an arbitrary e�etive Weil divisor.Here we ompletely determine \geometrially" the ourring poles. First observe thatin Theorem 0.3.1 all (andidate) poles are negative, while for singular Y they an also bepositive or zero.(0.5) Theorem. Let h : X ! Y be the minimal embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (Y; 0).(i) Let sÆ < 0. Then the result of Theorem 0.3.1 is still valid. Moreover sÆ an only be apole of order 2 if (Y; 0) is log terminal.(ii) The number 0 is a pole of Ztop(f; s) if and only if (Y; 0) is a log anonial singularityof ertain spei�ed types.See (2.8) and (2.11) for more preise statements. It is quite remarkable that the ourreneof 0 as a pole does not depend on the funtion f !(0.6) We still use the minimal embedded resolution h of f�1f0g in (Y; 0). There are (non-3



obvious) examples involving an exeptional Ei �= P1 whih intersets at least three timesother omponents, but suh that the assoiated andidate pole sÆ = � �iNi > 0 is in fat nopole of Ztop(f; s); see (2.13.2). So the analogue of Theorem 0.3.1 is not true for sÆ > 0.We onsider this as an \aident", due to the fat that the Euler harateristi is aninvariant whih is too rough. Suh a phenomenon indeed annot happen for the motivizeta funtion, where we have the following geometri determination of all its poles.(0.7) Theorem. Let h : X ! Y be any embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (Y; 0), and takesÆ 2 Q . Then sÆ is a pole of Zmot(f; s) if and only if(i) sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g, or(ii) sÆ = � �iNi for some rational exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three times otheromponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, or(iii) sÆ = � �iNi for a yle of rational exeptional urves Ei, or(iv) sÆ = � �iNi for some non-rational exeptional urve Ei.Here we should larify an important problem : it is not obvious what the de�nition of a poleof Zmot(f; s) is! This is due to the still open struture of the loalized Grothendiek ring ofalgebrai varieties; we do not know whether it has zero divisors or not. In Setion 4 we giveand verify a (natural) de�nition for when a rational number is a pole of Zmot(f; s), whihan also be used for all motivi zeta funtions mentioned above in (0.1) and (0.2).(0.8) The numbers �j� �iNiNj in Theorem 0.7(ii) appear naturally in (the ontribution of Eito) the residue of the andidate pole � �iNi . At �rst sight this ondition on them may seem\non-geometrial", but when one wants to formulate Theorem 0.3.1 on nonsingular Y moreuniversally for any embedded resolution h, preisely suh a formulation is needed. And onthe other hand in Theorem 0.7 on singular Y this ondition on the �j � �iNiNj annot bedropped, even if one uses the minimal embedded resolution, see Example 2.13.1.(0.9) Finally we remark that this geometri determination of the poles is already true forthe zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials, whih are thus �ne enough for thispurpose; see Theorem 3.4. And here we work over an integral domain, so the notion of poleis lear.Aknowledgement. We would like to thank S. Shr�oer for pointing out the algebrai haraterof some examples, and D. Segers and the referee for useful omments.4



Contents1 Preliminaries 52 The topologial zeta funtion 113 The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials 214 Intermezzo : de�nition of a pole of the motivi zeta funtion 265 The motivi zeta funtion 311 Preliminaries(1.1) In this setion we de�ne the objets appearing in the present paper and we also �xnotations. A �rst reason to start this way is that most of the onepts do not belong to onespei� setion, but to the entire paper. A seond reason is that we an provide here someremarks onerning the onnetion between the next setions.(1.2) Let (S; 0) be a normal omplex (algebrai) surfae germ and f a nononstant regularfuntion on (S; 0). For simpliity of notation we assume that f(0) = 0. In what follows wewill often suppose, without expliitly mentioning it anymore, that suh a surfae germ (S; 0)and a regular funtion f are given.We all a morphism h : X ! S a resolution of (S; 0) if X is nonsingular, h is a properbirational morphism and the restrition h : X nh�1f0g ! S nf0g is an isomorphism. We saythat the resolution h is good if the divisor h�1f0g has nonsingular irreduible omponentswhih interset transversely. Sometimes we will denote h�1f0g by D. If we also take theregular funtion f into aount we have the notion of embedded resolution of f�1f0g in(S; 0). By this we mean a good resolution h : X ! S of (S; 0) suh that the whole divisorh�1(f�1f0g) has nonsingular irreduible omponents whih interset transversely. When weonsider h as an embedded resolution, and not just as a (good) resolution of (S; 0), we denotethe resolution graph h�1(f�1f0g) by D. This small di�erene in the meaning of D shouldbe no problem if one takes into aount the ontext in whih it appears; otherwise we willexpliitly mention its interpretation.Reall that there exists a unique minimal resolution, good resolution and embeddedresolution, in the sense that any other resolution, good resolution and embedded resolution,respetively, fators through it by blowing up a �nite number of points.(1.3) Let D be the resolution graph of either a (good) resolution or an embedded resolution.Then we denote by Ei, i 2 T = Te [ Ts, the irreduible omponents of D, where Te rangesover the exeptional urves and Ts over the omponents of the strit transform of f�1f0g.5



Remark that Ts = ? in the ase of a (good) resolution. For i 2 Te we also setEÆi := Ei n [j2Tj 6=i Ej:Note that we will sometimes, by abuse of notation, also write Ei for the strit transform ofa omponent Ei under some extra blowing-ups.Now we de�ne the numerial data (�i; Ni) of the urves Ei, i 2 T . First denote by Nithe multipliity of Ei in the divisor of f Æ h and for i 2 Ts put �i = 1. For i 2 Te we let �ibe the log disrepany of Ei. These rational numbers are de�ned by the equationKX = h�KS +Xi2Te(�i � 1)Ei ; (�)where for a normal variety V we denote by KV its anonial divisor (lass) and where wehave to hoose, in order to establish equation (�), representatives of KX and KS whih agreeon X n h�1f0g �= S n f0g. Reall that the pullbak h�A of a divisor A on S was �rst de�nedby Mumford in [11℄. Briey spoken, h�A is by de�nition equal to eA+Pi2Te aiEi, where eA isthe strit transform of A and the ai are the unique solutions of the linear system of equations( eA +Pi2Te aiEi)�Ek = 0, k 2 Te, using the fat that the intersetion matrix of the urvesEi, i 2 Te, is negative de�nite.We set Dpos = [j2T�j>0Ej; D0 = [j2T�j=0Ej; Dneg = [j2T�j<0Ej:We will sometimes write E � D, E � Dpos; : : : if we mean that E is an irreduible omponentof D, Dpos; : : : , respetively.(1.4) We give a brief de�nition of the Grothendiek ring of varieties. Let k be an arbitrary�eld of harateristi zero and V an algebrai variety over k. In this ontext a variety is notneessarily irreduible, it is a redued separated sheme of �nite type over k. By a V-varietywe mean a variety X over k, together with a morphism X ! V . We denote by K0(VarV ) theGrothendiek group (or ring) of V-varieties. It is the abelian group generated by the symbols[X℄, for X a V-variety, with the relations [X℄ = [Y ℄ if X and Y are isomorphi as V-varieties,and [X℄ = [Y ℄ + [X n Y ℄ if Y is Zariski losed in X. There is a natural ring struture onK0(VarV ), the produt of [X℄ and [Y ℄ being equal to [X �V Y ℄. Obviously, K0(VarV ) isa ommutative ring with [V ℄ as unity. We set L := [A 1k �k V ℄, where the morphism fromA 1k �k V to V is the natural projetion. We denote byMV the ring obtained from K0(VarV )by inverting L.It is only in Setion 4 that we will need the loalized Grothendiek ringMV in this generalsetting. For the Grothendiek ring that we will use to de�ne the motivi zeta funtions westudy in this paper we just take k = C and V = Spe C , see (1.5) and Setion 5. We willwrite MC instead of MSpe C to denote the loalized Grothendiek ring of varieties over C .(1.5) Finally we are ready to de�ne the protagonists of this paper, the following three kindsof zeta funtions. Let (S; 0) be a normal surfae germ and f a regular funtion on S, whih6



of ourse is nononstant and satis�es f(0) = 0 as assumed in (1.2). Let h : X ! S be anyembedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0).(i) The topologial zeta funtion assoiated to (S; 0) and f is de�ned asZtop(f; s) :=Xi2Te �(EÆi )�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�T �(Ei \ Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj) ;where �(�) denotes the topologial Euler-Poinar�e harateristi. Remark that theurves Ei, i 2 Te; an have arbitrary genus gi; so �(EÆi ) = 2�2gi�ard(Ei\ ([j 6=iEj)).We also have �(Ei \ Ej) = ard(Ei \ Ej).(ii) The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials assoiated to (S; 0) and f is de�nedas ZHod(f; s) := Xi2TeH(EÆi ) uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 +Xfi;jg�T H(Ei \ Ej) (uv � 1)2((uv)�i+sNi � 1)((uv)�j+sNj � 1) ;where H(�) denotes the Hodge polynomial. For a variety V this Hodge polynomial isgiven by H(V ) := Pp;q ep;q(V )upvq 2 Z[u; v℄; here ep;q(V ) =Pi�0(�1)ihp;q(H i(V; C ))with hp;q(H i(V; C )) the rank of the (p; q)-Hodge omponent of the i� th ohomolgygroup with ompat support of V . In this paper however we will only need thatH(EÆi ) = H(Ei)� ard(Ei \ ([j 6=iEj)) = uv� giu� giv + 1� ard(Ei \ ([j 6=iEj)) andthat H(Ei \ Ej) = ard(Ei \ Ej). In partiular we have H(A 1) = uv. In the de�ningexpression (uv)�s should be onsidered as a variable, as below in (iii).(iii) The motivi zeta funtion assoiated to (S; 0) and f is de�ned asZmot(f; T ) :=Xi2Te[EÆi ℄ (L � 1)L��iTNi1� L��iTNi + Xfi;jg�T [Ei \ Ej℄ (L � 1)2(L��iTNi)(L��jTNj)(1� L��iTNi)(1� L��jTNj ) ;where T is a variable and [�℄ denotes the lass inMC . Of ourse we see that by puttingT = L�s we an equivalently setZmot(f; s) :=Xi2Te[EÆi ℄ L � 1L�i+sNi � 1 + Xfi;jg�T [Ei \ Ej℄ (L � 1)2(L�i+sNi � 1)(L�j+sNj � 1) :The �rst representation maybe reets better the fat that the motivi zeta funtion ofa regular funtion on a nonsingular variety was �rst introdued as a power series overMC , whih was proven to be rational. See for example [4, Setion 2℄ or [5, De�nition3.2.1, Theorem 3.3.1 and Corollary 3.3.2℄. The seond one is a little bit more eonomito write down, but most of all it shows better the analogy with the zeta funtions in(i) and (ii).These zeta funtions on normal surfae germs are �rst introdued by the seond author in[15℄. He veri�es there that the de�ning expressions are independent of the hosen resolution,7



and he explains in detail in whih ring the motivi zeta funtion lives, see [15, Subsetion5.2℄.It is important to note that we an speialize Zmot(f; s) into ZHod(f; s), heuristially byreplaing L by uv and [�℄ by H(�), thus by taking Hodge polynomials. We an also go downfurther from ZHod(f; s) to Ztop(f; s), heuristially by taking the limit u; v ! 1. The moreexat arguments an be found for example in [4, Setion 2.3℄, [15, Setion 5.4℄ or [16, Setion1.6℄. This idea gives a strong onnetion between the three following setions, in the sensethat results about Ztop and ZHod will often imply analogous results about ZHod and Zmot,respetively, as is illustrated in (3.3) and in the proof of Theorem 5.5.(1.6) In this subsetion we transform the de�ning equations for the numerial data (see(1.3)) into some arithmetial equations. Fix j 2 Te and write (�) as KX + Ej = h�KS +�jEj + Pi2Tei 6=j (vi � 1)Ei. Interseting with Ej we obtain by the adjuntion formula that2pa(Ej)� 2 = Ej �(KX + Ej) = Ej �(h�KS + �jEj +Xi2Tei 6=j (�i � 1)Ei)= ��j�j +Xi2Tei 6=j (�i � 1)Ei �Ej;where pa(Ej) denotes the arithmeti genus of Ej and ��j the self-intersetion number of Ej.Hene we have �j�j = 2� 2pa(Ej) +Xi2Tei 6=j (�i � 1)Ei �Ej; (1:6:1)for eah j 2 Te. Reall that this system of linear equations has a unique solution sine byMumford [11℄ the intersetion matrix (Ei �Ej) is negative de�nite.Remember that the natural numbers Ni are de�ned in (1.3) by the equationdiv(h�(f)) = h�(div(f)) = d̂iv(f) +Xi2TeNiEi;where we denote by eA the strit transform of a divisor A on S. Fix j; r 2 Te. Combiningthis equation with (�) we see thatKX + �rNr d̂iv(f) = h�(KS + �rNrdiv(f)) +Xi2Te(�i � 1)Ei;where �i stands for �i � �rNrNi. From this we get in the same way as above that�j�j = 2� 2pa(Ej) +Xi2Tei 6=j (�i � 1)Ei �Ej � �rNr d̂iv(f)�Ej: (1:6:2)8



Now onsider for eah j 2 Te the orresponding Equation 1.6.2, still keeping r �xed. Asbefore, sine the intersetion matrix (Ei �Ej) is negative de�nite, we an determine fromthese equations the rational numbers �i. Remark that j and r are allowed to be di�erentelements of Te. It is important to stress that this way of working holds the key of Setion 2,see Lemma 2.5.Suppose now that we are in the ase of an embedded resolution and that Ej intersetsk times other omponents Ei, i = 1; : : : ; k. Thus Ei an be an exeptional urve as well asan irreduible omponent of the strit transform of f�1f0g. Note that with this notationwe possibly have Ei = Ei0 for i 6= i0. Then Equation 1.6.1 an be written in the followingwell-known form, see for example [15, Lemma 2.3℄:�j�j = 2� 2gj + kXi=1 (�i � 1); (1:6:3)where gj denotes the geometri genus of Ej. It is also not diÆult to see that in the samesituation we an rewrite (1.6.2) askXi=1 (�i � 1) = �j�j + 2gj � 2; (1:6:4)speializing when r = j to the following well-known equations, see [15, Lemma 2.3℄:kXi=1 (�i � 1) = 2gj � 2: (1:6:5)
(1.7) A (surfae) singularity (S; 0) is alled log anonial if for some (and hene for any)resolution all the log disrepanies are � 0. The singularity is alled log terminal if in theprevious de�nition all the inequalities are strit.Sine the intersetion matrix (Ei �Ej) is negative de�nite and Si2Te Ei is onneted, weknow by [8, Lemma 3.41℄ that the inverse matrix of (Ei �Ej) has only stritly negativeentries. In [1℄ Alexeev ombined this fat with the equations in (1.6.1) to onlude that forthe minimal resolution either all log disrepanies are equal to 1 (Du Val singularity) or alllog disrepanies are stritly smaller than 1. In the same way one an easily dedue from(1.6.2) that in the ase of the minimal resolution �i < 1 for i 2 Te, at least when �r > 0.Here we use the notation from Equation 1.6.2.This remark about the log disrepanies was for Alexeev the starting point of his proofof the lassi�ation of the log anonial surfae singularities. We now give this lassi�ation.In a dual resolution graph one assoiates to eah exeptional urve a vertex (representedby a dot) and to eah intersetion between exeptional urves Ei and Ej an edge, onnetingthe orresponding verties. In Figure 1 we onsider the dual graph of the minimal goodresolution of a log anonial singularity (S; 0). It is interesting to note that for log anonialsingularities the minimal resolution is already good, exept in ase (4), whih an also be9



realized by blowing up at the node of a rational exeptional urve. In the �gure below allverties represent rational urves, exept in ase (3), where the vertex stands for an elliptiurve.
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Figure 1In the �gure above we have written a little ross next to all the exeptional urves withlog disrepany equal to zero. Note that there are restritions on the intersetion numbersof some of the on�gurations. To ases (2) and (5) we an assoiate a 3-tuple (n1; n2; n3),where eah ni stands for the absolute value of the determinant of the intersetion matrix ofone of the hains attahed at the entral dot. Then the 3-tuple assoiated to a log terminalsingularity of type (2) an only be (2; 2; n3 � 2), (2; 3; 3), (2; 3; 4) or (2; 3; 5). For a loganonial singularity of type (5) the only possibilities are (2; 3; 6), (2; 4; 4) or (3; 3; 3). Inase (6) and (7) the four end urves have self-intersetion number �2.
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2 The topologial zeta funtion(2.1) In this setion we will �nd a neessary and suÆient ondition on the irreduibleomponents Ei of the resolution graph for induing a pole of the topologial zeta funtion.Note that due to the de�nition of the zeta funtion and sine we are in dimension 2, theorder of a pole an be at most 2. When (S; 0) is a nonsingular surfae germ, the seondauthor already proved the following theorem (we use the notation of (1.3) for the minimalembedded resolution).(2.1.1) Theorem[14, Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3℄. Let sÆ 2 Q . We have that(i) sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei ofthe strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ = � �iNi for some exeptional urve Ei intersetingat least three times other omponents;(ii) sÆ is a pole of order 2 if and only if there exist two interseting omponents Ei and Ejwith sÆ = � �iNi = � �jNj , and in that ase sÆ is the pole losest to the origin.
(2.2) Let us �rst reall the formula of the topologial zeta funtion in terms of an embeddedresolution: Ztop(f; s) = Xi2T e �(EÆi )�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�T �(Ei \ Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj) ;where we use the notation of Setion 1.Now �x j 2 Te and let Ej interset k times other omponents E1; : : : ; Ek. Suppose that�iNi 6= �jNj for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. The ontribution of Ej to the residue of � �jNj isR := 1Nj  �(EÆj ) + kXi=1 1�i!= 1Nj  2� 2g � k + kXi=1 1�i! ;where g is the genus of Ej and �i = �i � �jNjNi for i = 1; : : : ; k. When g = 0 and k = 1or k = 2, or when g = k = 1, then R = 0. This an be seen easily from Equation 1.6.5.But are these the only \speial" ases? What happens when we add several ontributions,orresponding to the same andidate pole? Will Loeser's result [9, Proposition II.3.1℄, statingthat in the nonsingular ase �i < 1 for the minimal embedded resolution, still be true fornormal surfae germs? More spei�ally, an �i be equal to 1, even if we use the minimalembedded resolution? These are some of the obvious questions we will have to deal with.When the answer to the last question is aÆrmative, the ondition in Theorem 2.1.1 ofinterseting at least three times other omponents already seems impossible to hold in ourgeneralized ontext of normal surfae germs. Indeed, for this we only have to note that theinterseting urves Ei with �i = 1 do not inuene the residue R at all.Looking at the onrete expression for R, we are stimulated to study the resolution graph11



where we assign to eah irreduible urve its numerial data and its genus. Our startingpoint is the following \Struture Theorem" of the seond author.(2.3) Theorem[17, Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.10℄. Let (S; 0) be a normal surfae germwhih is not log anonial. Let h : X ! S be the minimal resolution of (S; 0), for whihwe use the notation of (1.3). Then D = h�1f0g onsists of the onneted part Dneg, towhih a �nite number of hains are attahed as in Figure 2. Here Ei � Dneg, El �= P1 forl 2 f1; : : : ; rg, �1 � 0 and (�i <)�1 < � � � < �r, and D is a normal rossings divisor at eahpoint of [rl=1El.The same statement holds when we replae the minimal resolution by the minimal goodresolution. Furthermore, all the log disrepanies are stritly smaller than 1.
�������������������� �������������������Ei E1 E2 : : : Er�1 ErFigure 2So when a normal surfae germ (S; 0) is given, we an �rst onstrut its minimal goodresolution. Then we an use Theorem 2.3. But in this stage we still an perform someblowing-ups at points on the already reated exeptional lous, e.g. to obtain an embeddedresolution when also a regular funtion on S is given. Remark that the intersetions of theexeptional urves are all transversal. Then we have the following theorem.(2.4) Theorem. Let h : X ! S be any good resolution of (S; 0) and denote by De itsexeptional lous. If (S,0) is not a log anonial singularity , then De has the following form.The part Deneg of De is onneted and the part De0 [Depos onsists of some trees of rationalurves. Eah tree is attahed at Deneg with just one urve, whih moreover intersets Denegexatly one. This urve has log disrepany stritly smaller than one and it is the onlyurve of the tree that possibly belongs to De0.Remark. The part Dneg does not need to be a tree : it may ontain some \yles".Proof. From Theorem 2.3 we know that we only have to prove that blowing up at a pointP of an exeptional lous D' that satis�es the onditions of the statement results in anexeptional lous D that again satis�es all the onditions. This an easily be proven aseby ase (where the ases depend on the position of P in D0). Let us for example look atthe ases where a new \attahing" urve is reated. This an happen when P 2 Ei \ Ejwith �i < 0 and �j � 0, or when P 2 Ei with �i < 0 and P does not belong to any otherexeptional urve. In the �rst ase the new log disrepany is �i + �j, see Equation 1.6.1,12



whih is stritly smaller than 1 beause �j is. In the seond ase the new log disrepany is�i + 1, whih also is stritly smaller than 1. The rest is obvious. �In partiular we an use Theorem 2.4 for the minimal embedded resolution. Consisting ofsome trees, the struture of Depos has already a big similarity with the nonsingular ase. Inthe next results we will see that the parallelism is even almost omplete.(2.5) Suppose that we have already obtained the minimal good resolution of (S; 0) and thatwe are now blowing up at some points in order to get the minimal embedded resolution off�1f0g in (S; 0). In this ontext we state the following lemma.Lemma. Let E1 be an exeptional urve with �1 > 0 and let P 2 E1. Suppose that E1intersets (transversely) the exeptional urves E2; : : : ; Ek+1 and suppose that �i� �1N1Ni < 1for eah i 2 f2; : : : ; k + 1g. Denote the exeptional urve of the blowing-up at P by E andits numerial data by (�;N). We assume that this blowing-up is neessary in order to obtainthe minimal embedded resolution. Then �1 � �NN1 < 1 and � � �1N1N < 1.Proof. The enter P of the blowing-up possibly belongs to one of the urves Ei with i 2f2; : : : ; k+1g. When this is the ase, let us hoose the indies in suh a way that P 2 Ek+1.We use Equation 1.6.2 with r = 1 and we put �i := �i � �1N1Ni and � := � � �1N1N . FromTheorem 2.4 we know that pa(E1) = g(E1) = 0. So the equation onerning E1, i.e., j = 1in (1.6.2), is 0�1 = 2 + (�� 1) + kXi=2 (�i � 1) + Æ(�k+1 � 1)� Y1;where Æ = 0 if P belongs to Ek+1 and Æ = 1 otherwise, and where Y1 � 0. BeauseP(�i� 1) � 0, this implies that � � �1. Hene we have �1� �NN1 � N1N < 1, where the lastinequality holds sine we assume that we are onstruting the minimal embedded resolution.Let us now look at the equation onerning E :� = 2 + (0� 1) + (1� Æ)(�k+1 � 1)� Y2;where again Æ = 0 if P belongs to Ek+1 and Æ = 1 otherwise, and where Y2 > 0, again sinewe are on our way for the minimal embedded resolution. From this we immediately see that� = � � �1N1N < 1, whih proves the lemma. �Lemma 2.5 will be the heart of the following lemma, whih an be seen as a generalizationof Loeser's result [9, Proposition II.3.1℄. Reall that this last result was the ruial key inthe nonsingular ase, see [14℄.(2.6) Lemma. Let E be an exeptional urve with � > 0 in the resolution graph ofthe minimal embedded resolution. Suppose that E intersets the irreduible omponentsE1; : : : ; Ek. Then �i � �NNi < 1 for i 2 f1; : : : ; kg.13



Remark. The irreduible omponents E1; : : : ; Ek inlude the interseting exeptional urvesas well as the interseting irreduible omponents of the strit transform of f�1f0g.Proof. First onsider the interseting exeptional urves. Beause � > 0 we know from (1.7)that the statement holds for the minimal resolution, and in the log anonial ase also for theminimal good resolution. But also for the non log anonial singularities the lemma holdsfor the minimal good resolution, sine while onstruting this resolution, starting from theminimal one, we only reate new exeptional urves with stritly negative log disrepanyand not interseting a urve with stritly positive log disrepany.So we may suppose that we have a resolution graph for whih the lemma holds and we haveto prove that blowing up at a point P of that graph does not make the lemma fail. Denoteby (�;N) the numerial data of the exeptional urve of the blowing-up at P . We distinguishthree (relevant) possibilities. Let �rst P belong to one or two urves Ei with �i > 0. Thenwe are done by Lemma 2.5. Let seondly P belong to one Ei, with �i � 0 and � = �i+1 > 0.In this ase �i � �i+1N Ni < 0 < 1. The last possibility ours when P belongs to exeptionalurves E1 and E2, with �1 > 0 and �2 � 0. Then again Lemma 2.5 assures that �1� �NN1 < 1and � � �1N1N < 1. When � = �1 + �2 > 0, we also have to verify that �2 � �NN2 < 1, butthis is trivial sine it is negative.To end the proof we onsider the ase that E intersets an irreduible omponent of thestrit transform of f�1f0g, with numerial data (1; eN). But 1� �N eN < 1, so also in this aseeverything is all right. �Also the following lemma an be seen as a generalization of the nonsingular ase, see [14,Theorem 3.3(iii)℄.(2.7) Lemma. Consider the resolution graph D of the minimal embedded resolution off�1f0g in (S; 0). Let E � Dneg [ D0. Starting from E, the numbers �iNi stritly inreasealong any path in Dpos.Remarks.(i) Of ourse the path might end in an irreduible omponent of the strit transform off�1f0g.(ii) Theorem 2.4 already indiates that the statement at least makes sense. This in ontrastwith the analogous statement for paths in Dneg, whih seems to be meaningless ingeneral.(iii) This lemma an be onsidered as a generalization of Theorem 3.3(iii) in [14℄ if youinterpret Dneg [D0 as the minimal part M of that theorem.Proof. If the path onsists only of E and an irreduible omponent E1 of the strit transformof f�1f0g, then obviously �N � 0 < 1N1 = �1N1 . Suppose now that we have a path E;E1; :::; Ek.Remark that only Ek might not be an exeptional urve. We have �N � 0 < �1N1 . ApplyingLemma 2.6 to E1 and ombining this with Equation 1.6.5 shows that �1N1 < �2N2 . Indeed, the14



ombination of those two fats implies that at most one of the urves Ei that interset E1satis�es �iNi � �1N1 . Note that when E1 only intersets two times other omponents, we alsoneed here that �N < �1N1 . Repeating this argument will prove the lemma. �We are now ready to state and prove for andidate poles related to Dpos the analogue ofTheorem 2.1.1.(2.8) Theorem. Let h : X ! S be the minimal embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0)and use the notation of (1.3) for this resolution. Let sÆ < 0.(i) Then sÆ is a pole of Ztop(f; s) if and only if sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Eiof the strit transform of f�1f0g or sÆ = � �iNi for some exeptional urve Ei intersetingat least three times other omponents.(ii) Also sÆ an only be a pole of order 2 if (S; 0) is a log terminal singularity. Furthermoreit is a pole of order 2 if and only if there exist two interseting omponents Ei and Ejwith sÆ = � �iNi = � �jNj , and in that ase sÆ is the pole losest to the origin.Proof. We �rst prove that a stritly negative pole sÆ of order 2 an only our in the logterminal ase. Observe that otherwise you an always �nd a path in Dpos onneting aurve in Dneg [D0 with a urve E1 generating sÆ as andidate pole. Lemma 2.7 implies nowthat the numbers �iNi will stritly inrease along this path. Hene none of the omponentsinterseting E1 an have a andidate pole equal to sÆ.Suppose now that (S; 0) is not log terminal. With almost the same argument we see thatthe ontribution to the residue of sÆ of a omponent Ei (with sÆ = � 1Ni ) of the strit trans-form of f�1f0g is always stritly negative. And when sÆ = � �jNj for some exeptional urveEj interseting at least three times other omponents, reading the proof of [14, Proposition2.8(ii)℄ will show that also the ontribution of suh a urve Ej is always stritly negative.On the other hand, we already mentioned in (2.2) that an exeptional urve Ej satisfyingsÆ = � �jNj and interseting only one or twie other omponents does not ontribute to theresidue of sÆ.Suppose �nally that (S; 0) is a log terminal singularity. Reall Lemma 2.6. This enablesus to opy word for word the argumentation in [14℄, whih proves exatly the theorem for thelog terminal ase. The only exeption involves the minimal part M of the dual resolutiongraph, onsisting of the verties Ej, j 2 T , for whih �jNj = mini2T �iNi , together with theiredges, see Remark 2.8.1(i) below. The seond author proved that in the nonsingular aseM has one of the following forms, with r � 0 :
15



������PPPP ���� �(1) ������PPPP ���� � � � : : : � �������PPPP����(2) E1 E2 Er
Æ(3) Æ � � : : : � �������PPPP����(4) E1 E2 ErFigure 3Here (e.g.) piture (1) means a vertex with at least three edges.For log terminal singularitiesM an also have the following form, with r � 1 :Æ � � : : : � Æ(5) E1 E2 ErFigure 4However it is obvious that this �fth possibility does not a�et our onlusion. �(2.8.1) Remarks.(i) In a dual embedded resolution graph one assoiates to eah exeptional urve a vertex(represented by a dot) and to eah intersetion between exeptional urves an edge,onneting the orresponding verties. Here we also assoiate to eah analytiallyirreduible omponent of the strit transform a vertex (represented by a irle), and toits (unique!) intersetion with an exeptional urve a orresponding edge. By (1.7) itis lear that for log terminal singularities the dual minimal embedded resolution graphis a tree.(ii) It is easy to verify that we an also work with an arbitrary embedded resolution, atleast if we modify the statement a little bit. We have to replae \interseting at leastthree times other omponents" by the ondition \interseting at least three times otheromponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1". Having Examples 2.13.1 and Theorem 3.4 inmind, this might even be a more natural way of looking at the theorem.

(2.9) Example. Consider the algebrai surfae S in A 3C given by the equation x3 + yz = 0,with the A2-singularity 0 := (0; 0; 0) as its only singular point. One blowing-up h : X ! Sat this point already provides us a good resolution. Consider now also the funtion f on Sgiven by x. Then one an easily verify that h is even the minimal embedded resolution off�1f0g in (S; 0). 16



- �eE1 E3 E4 eE2 h E1 E2 SX
Figure 5In Figure 5 the urves eE1 and eE2 are the irreduible omponents of the strit transform off�1f0g, and E3 and E4 are the exeptional urves. Some alulation will reveal thatg(E3) = g(E4) = 0;N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = 1;E23 = E24 = �2;�1 = �2 = �3 = �4 = 1:Of ourse, sine (S; 0) is a Du Val singularity, we only had to alulate the numbers Ni. Wesee that Ztop(f; s) = 3(1 + s)2 :Clearly �1 is a pole of order 2 of Ztop(f; s). This example shows that ase (ii) of Theorem2.8 really appears. And if we look at the dual resolution graph, we see that we also have anexample of a minimal part M of type (5) (with r = 2).(2.10) Let us now pass to the ase of andidate pole 0. As it will turn out, the questionwhether 0 is a pole of Ztop(f; s) or not will only depend on the surfae singularity (S; 0) andnot on the funtion f on it! We need the following lemma.Lemma. Suppose that (S; 0) is not a log anonial singularity. Consider the resolutiongraph D of an embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0). Let E � D0 and suppose that Eintersets the irreduible omponents E1; : : : ; Ek. Put R = f1; : : : ; kg. Then(i) there is preisely one i 2 R with �i < 0; say i = 1;(ii) there is at most one i 2 R n f1g with 0 < �i < 1;(iii) �i = 1 for the other i.Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.4 that eah urve Ei intersets E exatly one.Proof First of all remark that �i = 1 when Ei is an irreduible omponent of the strittransform of f�1f0g. So we only have to onsider the exeptional urves Ei.Denote by D0 the exeptional lous of the minimal good resolution of (S; 0) and remind thatour resolution an be obtained from this minimal one by blowing up at a �nite number of17



points. Again we will prove that everything is all right when E �rst appears (starting fromD0) and that everything stays all right while we are blowing up. Hene we distinguish twosituations : the reation of E and a blowing-up at a point of E. We will treat the �rst ase;the seond is left to the reader. If E � D0, we are done by Theorem 2.3. Suppose that E isreated by blowing up at the intersetion point of two urves E1 and E2 with �1 < 0; �2 > 0and �1 + �2 = 0. This ase is immediately solved by Theorem 2.4. The only remaining aseis that of a blowing-up at a point of exatly one urve Ei, with �i = �1. But this is trivial,sine now E intersets only Ei. �(2.11) Theorem. The number 0 is only a pole of Ztop(f; s) if (S; 0) is a log anonialsingularity of type (4); (5); (6) or (7). Reall the lassi�ation in (1.7). Furthermore,(i) it is a pole of order 1 if and only if the type is (5) or (6);(ii) it is a pole of order 2 if and only if the type is (4) or (7).Proof. Denote by D the resolution graph of an embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0) andlet E � D0. Suppose �rst that (S; 0) is not log anonial. From Theorem 2.4 we alreadyknow that 0 annot be a pole of order 2. And from Lemma 2.10 we get that only one ortwo intersetions are \signi�ant" for alulating the ontribution of E to the residue of 0.Hene by (2.2) and the fat that g(E) = 0, see Theorem 2.4, we see that 0 an also not bea pole of order 1.Suppose now that (S; 0) is a log anonial singularity. Remark that in this ase the onlyomponents inD0 exist already in the minimal resolution or they are reated by a blowing-upat the intersetion point of two urves Ei and Ej with �i = �j = 0; exept in the ase of arational urve with a node, where the blowing up at the singular point also reates a urvewith log disepany zero. Types (1) and (2) are of ourse not relevant in this situation. Fortype (3) the embedded resolution gives us an ellipti urve E interseting k urves E1; : : : ; Ekwith �i � �NNi = 1. Thus�(EÆ) + kXi=1 1�i � �NNi = (2� 2�1� k) + k = 0;whih implies that 0 is not a pole in this ase. In types (4) and (7) there are at least twointerseting urves in D0, so 0 is a pole of order two. Finally we treat type (5). (Type (6) isompletely analogous.) The remark above implies that we only have to look at the urve Ein the middle of piture (5) in the lassi�ation in (1.7). In the minimal resolution graph Eintersets three urves, say E1; E2 and E3, with 0 < �1; �2; �3 < 1. In our embedded resolutiongraph E will interset k urves (k � 3), say E 01E 02; E 03; E4; : : : ; Ek, with 0 < � 01; � 02; � 03 < 1 and�i = 1 for i � 4 (in fat � 01 = �1; � 02 = �2 and � 03 = �3). Hene the ontribution of E to theresidue of 0 is R = 1N �2� 3 + 1�1 + 1�2 + 1�3� > 0;whih implies that 0 is a pole of order 1. �18



Remark. Keeping in mind the arguments of the proof above, it is lear that Theorem2.11 almost perfetly �ts into the formulation of Theorem 2.8(i), taking into aount themodi�ation mentioned in Remark 2.8.1(ii). We only have to add the ondition \sÆ = � �iNifor a yle of exeptional urves Ei", whih obviously omes from log anonial singularitiesof type (4).(2.12) Remark. More generally, one an assoiate a topologial zeta funtion to an e�etiveWeil divisor on a normal surfae germ, see [15, Remark 1.5℄. In this situation however thenumbers Ni an be arbitrary (stritly) positive rational numbers, i.e. they do not have to beintegers anymore. For these zeta funtions we still have all the results of Setion 2; in fat,even all the proofs an be opied word for word.Note that the examples in (2.13) are examples of this larger ategory of zeta funtions;the numbers Ni however are integers by our spei� hoie of the de�ning data.(2.13) In the next two examples we will use the following theorem.Theorem[18, Theorem 2.1℄. Let fgij1 � i � ng and fbi;jj1 � i; j � ng be two setsof integers. Then there exists an isolated analyti surfae singularity (S; 0) and a goodresolution of this singularity suh that D = [ni=1Ei, gi = g(Ei) and bi;j = Ei �Ej if and onlyif gi � 0 for eah i, bj;i = bi;j � 0 for eah i 6= j, and the quadrati form Pni;j=1 bi;jxixj isnegative de�nite.The singularity is normal if and only if D is onneted.Remark. Sine the quadrati formPni;j=1 bi;jxixj is negative de�nite, the numbers bii, whihoinide with the self-intersetion numbers E2i , are stritly negative.Now let fbij1 � i � ng be another set of nonnegative integers. With the same plumbingtehnique as desribed in Wall's paper for the onstrution of the analyti singularity S [18,Proof of Theorem 2.1℄, one an onstrut on S an analyti urve whose strit transformE by the resolution of the theorem above satis�es E �Ei = bi, for i = 1; : : : ; n, where allintersetions are transversal. Then a result of Manetti [10, Theorem 3.2℄ ensures that theanalyti singularity, together with the analyti urve on it, admits an algebraization. Sothe following two examples �t well in our algebrai setup, although they are produed byTheorem 2.13.(2.13.1) Example. Put n = 5; g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = 0; g5 = 2 andB = 0BBBB� �4 1 1 1 11 �2 0 0 01 0 �2 0 01 0 0 �2 01 0 0 0 �2
1CCCCA :It is an easy exerise to verify that B is negative de�nite. Then the theorem above implies19



that there exists a normal surfae germ (S; 0) and a good resolution h : X ! S realizing �veexeptional urves Ei, i = 1; : : : ; 5, equipped with the spei�ed data. Suppose now that E isa urve interseting (transversely) E2; E3; E4 and E5 and onsider it as the strit transformof the urve h(E), with (1; N) as numerial data, where N is an arbitrary positive integer.
-E1 E2E3E4E5 E h �h(E)

SX
Figure 6We an solve the de�ning equations for the numerial data of the exeptional urves. Thisyields �1 = �1; �2 = �3 = �4 = 0; �5 = �2;N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = N5 = N:So, writing �i = �i � �1N1Ni for i = 2; : : : ; 5, we have �2 = �3 = �4 = 1 and �5 = �1. Thuswe see that even in the minimal embedded resolution (�i 6= 1 for eah i) � = 1 an our.(2.13.2) Example. Put n = 5; g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = 0; g5 = 4 andB = 0BBBB� �16 1 1 1 11 �3 0 0 01 0 �9 0 01 0 0 �9 01 0 0 0 �3

1CCCCA :Proeed in the same way as in the previous example, but now suppose that E is a redueddivisor with E �E1 = 0; E �E2 = 180; E �E3 = 216; E �E4 = 468; E �E5 = 0 and (1; 1)as numerial data, and suppose that all the intersetions are transversal. Solving again thede�ning equation for the numerial data, shows that�1 = �14 ; �2 = 14 ; �3 = �4 = 112 ; �5 = �2912 ;N1 = 9; N2 = 63; N3 = 25; N4 = 53; N5 = 3:So we have �2 = 2; �3 = 79 ; �4 = 149 and �5 = �73 . Remark that E1 is the only omponentwith andidate pole sÆ = 136 . But its ontribution to the residue of sÆ is 19(2� 4 + 12 + 97 +914 � 37) = 0. Thus the analogue of Theorem 2.8(i) (and the remark in (2.11)) for sÆ > 0 doesnot seem to be true, at least not for the topologial zeta funtion.
20



3 The zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials(3.1) Reall the formula of the zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials in terms ofan embedded resolution :ZHod(f; s) =Xi2TeH(EÆi ) uv � 1(uv)�i+sNi � 1 + Xfi;jg�T H(Ei \ Ej) (uv � 1)2((uv)�i+sNi � 1)((uv)�j+sNj � 1) ;where we use the notation of (1.3) and (1.5).(3.2) For the study of the poles we onsider ZHod(f; s) as a rational funtion in T = (uv)�s,and we all � �N a pole of order n if (uv)�=N is. Remark that1(uv)�+sN � 1 = (uv)�sN(uv)� � (uv)�sN= �TNTN � (uv)�= �TN(T � (uv)�=N)(TN�1 + TN�2(uv)�=N + � � �+ (uv)(N�1)�=N ) ;whih implies that � �N is a pole of order 1 of 1(uv)�+sN�1 .Fix j 2 Te and let Ej interset k times other omponents E1; : : : ; Ek. Suppose that �iNi 6= �jNjfor all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. The ontribution of Ej to the residue of � �jNj isR := �(uv � 1)(uv)�jNj(uv)�j��j=Nj  H(EÆj ) + kXi=1 uv � 1(uv)�i � 1!= (1� uv)Nj(uv)��j=Nj  uv � gu� gv + (1� k) + kXi=1 uv � 1(uv)�i � 1! ;where g is the genus of Ej and �i = �i � �jNjNi for i = 1; : : : ; k. It follows again from therelation in (1.6.5) that R = 0 when g = 0 and k = 1 or k = 2. When g = k = 1, it is nottrue anymore that R = 0, reall (2.2); so this situation an be onsidered as an \aident"in the ase of the topologial zeta funtion.(3.3)We immediately see that sÆ is a pole of order 2 if and only if there exist two intersetingomponents Ei and Ej with sÆ = � �iNi = � �jNj . Further, we an onsider the speializationof the residue in (3.2) to the residue of the topologial zeta funtion in (2.2). ObviouslyRtop = limu;v!1 RHod1� uv ;so Rtop = 0 whenever RHod = 0. Moreover, a straightforward alulation will show thatin the ase of a simple ellipti singularity, i.e., a log anonial singularity of type (3), the21



number 0 is always a pole of ZHod(f; s); ompare with Theorem 2.11. Together with theremark in (3.2) onerning g = 0, we veri�ed everything to onlude that the results in theprevious setion already imply the following theorem for sÆ � 0.(3.4) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normal surfae germ (S; 0)and let sÆ 2 Q . Fix an (arbitrary) embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0) and use thenotation of (1.3). Then sÆ is a pole of ZHod(f; s) if and only if(i) sÆ = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g, or(ii) sÆ = � �iNi for some rational exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three times otheromponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, or(iii) sÆ = � �iNi for a yle of rational exeptional urves Ei, or(iv) sÆ = � �iNi for some non-rational exeptional urve Ei.Proof. From (3.3) we know that we an restrit ourselves to the ase sÆ > 0, so we don'thave to look at ondition (i) anymore.Suppose now that sÆ is a pole of order 2 and that neither ondition (iii) nor ondition(iv) are ful�lled. Then there exist two interseting rational omponents E1 and E2 withsÆ = � �1N1 = � �2N2 . Apply now Equation 1.6.5 to E2. This yieldslXi=2 �i + 0 = l � 2;with �i = �i � �2N2Ni and where we may suppose that E2 intersets exatly l times otheromponents Ei with �i 6= 1. Obviously, l 6= 1. Suppose that l = 2. Then E2 intersetsanother rational urve E3 with sÆ = � �3N3 . Now we an do the same with E3, �nding aninterseting rational urve E4 with sÆ = � �4N4 if we assume again that l = 2. Thus, if wekeep on doing this and if always l = 2, then we get a ontradition with the �niteness of theresolution graph. Therefore there has to be a urve Ei with l � 3, implying that ondition(ii) holds.From now on we assume that sÆ is not a pole of order 2, implying that also ondition (iii)an not be satis�ed anymore. Let us �rst treat the ase that sÆ = � �iNi for some non-rationalexeptional urve Ei. Let E1; : : : ; Er be exatly the exeptional urves with sÆ = � �iNi fori 2 f1; : : : ; rg, and suppose for example that g1 := g(E1) > 0. Suppose that Ei intersetski times other omponents E(i)j , for j = 1; : : : ; ki, with �(i)j � �iNiN (i)j 6= 1. If we denote theontribution of Ei to the residue of sÆ by Ri and if we denote �(i)j � �iNiN (i)j by �(i)j , then wehave for i 2 f1; : : : ; rgRi = (1� uv)Ni(uv)sÆ  uv � giu� giv + (1� ki) + kiXj=1 uv � 1(uv)�(i)j � 1! ;where gi is the genus of Ei. Write ki = kposi +knegi , where kposi and knegi stand for the numberof intersetions with omponents E(i)j with �(i)j > 0 and �(i)j < 0, respetively; and suppose22



for onveniene that �(i)j > 0 preisely for i 2 f1; : : : ; kposi g. Reall that we assumed that�(i)j 6= 0. Also write �(i)j = ��(i)j if �(i)j < 0. ThenRi = (1� uv)Ni(uv)sÆ 0�uv � giu� giv + (1� knegi ) + kposiXj=1 uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 + kiXj=kposi +1(uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j 1A:Clearly the (whole) residue of sÆ is Pri=1Ri. Beauselimu!00� (uv)sÆ(1� uv)  rXi=1 Ri!1A = rXi=1 (1� knegi � giv)Ni 6= 0;sine g1 > 0 and gi � 0 for i 2 f2; : : : ; rg, we see that rPi=1Ri 6= 0. So sÆ is a pole of order 1in this ase.Finally we treat the ase that sÆ = � �iNi for some rational exeptional urve Ei intersetingat least three times other omponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, assuming that ondition (iv)is not ful�lled. In fat, for omputing the residue, we may assume that all the exeptionalurves Ei with sÆ = � �iNi are rational and interset at least three times other omponentsEj with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1; reall the disussion in (3.2). We will use the same notation as inthe previous ase; in partiular, E1; : : : ; Er are preisely the omponents with sÆ = � �iNi . Wehave to prove that Pri=1Ri 6= 0, or equivalentlyT := (uv)sÆ(1� uv)  rXi=1 Ri! 6= 0:If limu!0 T 6= 0, we are done. So suppose that limu!0 T = 0. Beause gi = 0 for eahi 2 f1; : : : ; rg, we have rXi=1 (1� knegi )Ni = 0: (1)Now we an distinguish two possibilities. Either there is at least one knegi = 0, say for i = 1,or every knegi = 1. From now on we will refer to them as Case 1 and Case 2, respetively.Remark that equality (1) also implies that T =Pri=1 RiNi , whereRi = uv + kposiXj=1 uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 + kiXj=kposi +1 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j :Denote by q1 the minimum of the set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � kio [ f1g.(i) q1 = 1. Reall that the de�nition of ki implies that �(i)j 6= 1. Hene we see thatlimu!0� Tuv� = rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j kposi + 1 � j � ki and �(i)j = 1gNi :23



Sine ki � 3, we �nd from the equalityPkij=1 �(i)j = ki�2 that kposi � 1 and onsequentlythat every term in the sum above is nonpositive. In Case 1 we have kpos1 = k1 � 3; sothe �rst term, and therefore also the whole sum, is (stritly) negative. In Case 2 wehave kposi = ki � 1; so all the terms are stritly negative sine ki � 3 for eah i. Wean onlude that T 6= 0 in ase (i).(ii) q1 < 1. Suppose that limu!0 � T(uv)q1 � = 0; otherwise we are done. Remark thatlimu!0 uv � (uv)�(i)j((uv)�(i)j � 1)(uv)q1 = 1 when �(i)j = q1; andlimu!0 (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)(uv)q1(1� (uv)�(i)j ) = �1 when �(i)j = q1:Beause the limits of all the other terms are zero, we see that the oeÆients in T of(uv � (uv)q1)=((uv)q1 � 1) and (uv)q1(uv � 1)=(1� (uv)q1) are equal, say equal to therational number a. Then the sum of all the terms with �(i)j = q1 or �(i)j = q1 results inauv � (uv)q1(uv)q1 � 1 + a(uv)q1(uv � 1)1� (uv)q1 = a(�uv):This implies that T = rPi=1 R0iNi , whereR0i = uv � ni uv +X uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 +X (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j :In these sums we have omitted all the terms of the form (uv�(uv)�(i)j )=((uv)�(i)j �1) with�(i)j = q1 and we have replaed the ni terms of the form (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)=(1� (uv)�(i)j )with �(i)j = q1 by �uv. Note thata = rXi=1 #fj j�(i)j = q1gNi = rXi=1 niNi :Denote by q2 the minimum of the set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � ki; j�(i)j j > q1o[f1g.(ii)(i) q2 = 1. One an easily verify thatlimu!0� Tuv� = rXi=1 1� ni � (kposi �#fj j�(i)j = q1g)�#fj j �(i)j = 1gNi= rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j �(i)j = 1gNi + rXi=1 #fj j�(i)j = q1gNi � rXi=1 niNi!= rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j �(i)j = 1gNi + (a� a)= rXi=1 1� kposi �#fj j �(i)j = 1gNi :24



With the same argument as in ase (i) we see that this is stritly negative, implyingthat T 6= 0.(ii)(ii) q2 < 1. Suppose again that limu!0 � T(uv)q2 � = 0; in the other ase we are done.In the same way as above we �nd that T = rPi=1 R00iNi , withR00i = uv � ni uv �mi uv +X uv � (uv)�(i)j(uv)�(i)j � 1 +X (uv)�(i)j (uv � 1)1� (uv)�(i)j ;where we now also omit the terms of the form (uv � (uv)�(i)j )=((uv)�(i)j � 1) with�(i)j = q2 and we also replae themi terms of the form (uv)�(i)j (uv�1)=(1�(uv)�(i)j )with �(i)j = q2 by �uv.Denote by q3 the minimum of the set nj�(i)j j ��� 1 � i � r; 1 � j � ki; j�(i)j j > q2o[f1g.Clearly we onstruted in this way a proess. It is not so hard to verify that this proess hasto stop after a �nite number of steps. (For example remark that in eah step we replae someterms of the form (uv)�(uv�1)=(1�(uv)�) by �uv, but there are only �nitely many of them.)When the proess stops at step n, then either qn = 1, or qn < 1 and limu!0 � T(uv)qn � 6= 0.Both possibilities however imply that T 6= 0. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.4. �(3.5) Remark. As in Remark 2.12 all the proofs and results of Setion 3 are still appliableto the zeta funtion assoiated to an arbitrary e�etive Weil divisor.(3.6) Example. We will use again Theorem 2.13 and its notation. Put n = 6; g1 = g2 =g3 = g4 = g5 = g6 = 0 andB = 0BBBBBB� �3 1 1 1 0 01 �3 1 0 1 01 1 �3 0 0 11 0 0 �2 0 00 1 0 0 �2 00 0 1 0 0 �2
1CCCCCCA :

Then there exists a normal surfae germ (S; 0) and a good resolution h : X ! S realizingsix exeptional urves Ei, i = 1; : : : ; 6, equipped with the spei�ed data. Suppose that E isa redued divisor with E�E1 = E�E2 = E�E3 = 0 and E�E4 = E�E5 = E�E6 = 1, and supposethat all the intersetions are transversal. We onsider E as the strit transform of a urvegerm on S, with (1; N) as numerial data for some N 2 N n f0g. Then the dual (embedded)resolution graph has the following form : 25
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Figure 7Solve the equations for the numerial data. This yields�1 = �2 = �3 = �1; �4 = �5 = �6 = 0;N1 = N2 = N3 = N4 = N5 = N6 = N:Sine E1 and E2 are two interseting urves with 1N = � �1N1 = � �2N2 , we see that 1N is a pole(of order 2). Remark that ondition (ii) of Theorem 3.4 is not satis�ed sine�4 � �1N1N4 = �5 � �2N2N5 = �6 � �3N3N6 = 1:This example shows that ondition (iii) is really neessary in Theorem 3.4, even if sÆ > 0;also reall the remark under the proof of Theorem 2.11.(3.7) Remark. Consider the ase of an ellipti exeptional urve E interseting exatlyone another omponent E1, and suppose that � �N 6= � �1N1 . In [15, Setion 2.2℄ the seondauthor notes the vanishing of the ontribution of E to the residue of � �N , working with thetopologial zeta funtion; reall (2.2). We now an interpret this as an \aident" due tothe fat that the Euler harateristi is too rough. Indeed, by (the proof of) Theorem 3.4we know that already on the level of Hodge polynomials this vanishing does not happenanymore.4 Intermezzo : de�nition of a pole of the motivi zetafuntion(4.1) Until now we investigated the poles of the topologial zeta funtion and the zetafuntion on the level of Hodge polynomials. For these funtions we were able to formulateand prove several propositions about their poles, without the need to mention expliitlywhat was meant with the word \pole". Of ourse, this is beause they are rational funtionsover integral domains, whih gives us a natural interpretation of a pole.26



But in the ase of the motivi zeta funtion the loalized Grothendiek ring MV omes inthe piture. And about this ring very muh is still unknown. For example one does notknow whether MV is an integral domain or not; note moreover that very reently Poonenatually proved that K0(VarSpe C ) is not an integral domain [12℄. So in this setion we willde�ne when we all a rational number a pole of the motivi zeta funtion.(4.2) We �x a �eld k of harateristi zero and an algebrai variety V over k. Reall thenotationMV for the loalized Grothendiek ring of V -varieties, see (1.4). We de�ne the ringMQV as the quotient MV [(Ti)i2Nnf0g ℄(T ii � L; T jk � T lm( jk = lm)) ;where the denominator stands for the ideal generated by the elements T ii � L and T jk � T lm,for i; j; k; l;m 2 N n f0g and jk = lm . Intuitively we just allow ourselves to work also withrational powers of L. With some abuse of notation we will write Lj=k for the lass of T jkin MQV . We introdue this ring MQV to make it possible to treat the following kinds ofmotivi zeta funtions within the same framework. First of all we inlude the motivi zetafuntion assoiated to a nononstant regular funtion on a nonsingular variety (of arbitrarydimension). But we also onsider the motivi zeta funtion assoiated to a nononstantregular funtion on a normal surfae germ and the one assoiated to an e�etive CartierdivisorD on a Q -Gorenstein varietyX (of arbitrary dimension) with singular lous ontainedin Supp D (in fat only the lous of log anonial singularities has to be ontained in SuppD). The �rst lass goes bak to Denef and Loeser, who de�ned them as power series overMX0, where we denote by X0 the zero lous of the regular funtion in question, see forexample [5℄ (in fat they originally de�ned them over Mk, see [4℄). Now remark that apower series over MX0 an be onsidered in a anonial way as a power series over MQX0,so this ategory of zeta funtions is indeed treated in our setup. The seond lass is alreadyde�ned in (1.5), and we see that those funtions live in the ring of power series over MQC .Atually we do not need all the rational powers of L, but only those powers that an bewritten with n as denominator, where n is the least ommon denominator of the �i, fori 2 Te, see [15, Setion 5.2℄. Here again we use the notation of (1.3). The same goes for thelast lass, whih is �rst introdued in [16℄ by the seond author.(4.2.1) Remark. The de�nition of a pole presented in this setion an also be applied whenwe allow D (in lass three above) to be an e�etive Q -Cartier divisor on X, see [16℄. Forthis, denote by Zmot(D; T ) the motivi zeta funtion assoiated to D and by n 2 N n f0gthe smallest positive integer suh that nD is a Cartier divisor on X. Then we all a rationalnumber q (or T = L�q ) a pole of Zmot(D; T ) if q=n (or T = L�q=n) is a pole of Zmot(nD; T ).Looking at the onrete formula of the motivi zeta funtion in (1.5(iii)) shows that wejust have to replae T 1=n in Zmot(D; T ) by a new variable S and then apply the theory ofthis setion to the just reated quotient of polynomials in S. We only have to multiply by nthe poles we obtain in this way.
27



(4.3)Denote by R the loalization of the polynomial ringMQV [T ℄ with respet to the elements1 � L�aT b, a 2 Q and b 2 N n f0g. Now onsider the anonial ring homomorphismR !MQV [[T ℄℄, whih is learly injetive; here we use the fat that the elements 1� L�aT bare units in MQV [[T ℄℄. Sine the motivi zeta funtions are known to be rational funtions,together with the onrete formula in terms of an embedded resolution, this implies that wean look at our motivi zeta funtions as elements of R and we just have to de�ne when weall a rational number a pole of an element of R.(4.4) An arbitrary element ' of R an be written in the form' = F (T )(1� L�a1T b1) � � � (1� L�arT br) ;where F (T ) 2 MQV [T ℄, a1; : : : ar 2 Q and b1; : : : br 2 N n f0g. Keeping in mind the situationof integral domains and in partiular looking at the expression for the residue in this ase,see for example Subsetion 3.2, it seems very natural to ask that for a \andidate pole" L�q ,with q 2 Q , the elements 1�L�aL�qb (�ab 6= q) and �dL�=d (� d = q) are units. Obviouslythe �rst elements ome from fators of the denominator of the form 1�L�aT b with �ab 6= q.The seond ones ome from fators of the form 1 � L�T d with � d = q by evaluating thequotient (1�L�T d)=(T�L=d) at T = L=d , see Lemma 4.9(ii). The next ring will transformthe above seleted elements into units.Denote by A the loalization ofMQV with respet to the elements 1�Lq and b, for q 2 Q nf0gand b 2 Z n f0g.Note that also the elements bLa , for b 2 Znf0g and a 2 Q , are units in the ring A. Moreover,inverting the elements b just means tensoring with Q .(4.4.1) Remark. The de�nition of A makes sense beause the multipliatively losed set weloalize to does not ontain zero. Indeed, very briey spoken you an redue the situation tovarieties over C by notiing that a given expression inMQV gives rise to a similar expressionover a �nitely generated �eld extension of Q and hene over C . But now we an use Hodgepolynomials to end the argumentation.(4.5) Consider the anonial ring homomorphism R ! R0, where we denote by R0 theloalization of the polynomial ring A[T ℄ with respet to the elements 1� L�aT b, a 2 Q andb 2 N n f0g. In what follows we will denote by D the multipliatively losed subset of A[T ℄we have just loalized to. Now we an take the image of the motivi zeta funtions in R0and proeed by de�ning what a pole of an element of R0 should be.So, in order to get the poles of a given motivi zeta funtion, we just have to onsider it asan element of R0 and apply to it the following theory.(4.6) Fix an element ' 2 R0nf0g and a rational number q 2 Q . We an write ' as ' = F (T )G(T ) ,with F (T ) 2 A[T ℄ n f0g and G(T ) 2 D � A[T ℄.28



Lemma. Let H(T ) be an element of A[T ℄ n f0g:Then there is a unique natural number n 2 N suh that (T � L�q )njH(T )and (T � L�q )n+1 - H(T ) in A[T ℄.Proof. Trivial, by noting that n � degH(T ) beause T � L�q is moni and thus its leadingoeÆient is not a zero divisor. �Notation. We denote the ruial number n from the lemma above by n(H(T ); q).(4.7) De�nition. With the notation of (4.6) we all q (or L�q ) a pole of ' if n(G(T ); q) >n(F (T ); q).If q is a pole of ', then we all n(G(T ); q)� n(F (T ); q) the order of the pole q.Remark. The a priori strange minus sign in the ombination of q and L�q should be justi�edwhen one takes into aount the usual transformation T ! L�s we already mentioned in(1.5(iii)).In the next few elementary results we will prove that this de�nition is independent of thehosen representation of ' as quotient of two polynomials over A. Lemma 4.8(i) reatesthe link between the de�nition and the fabriated units in (4.4) by translating divisibilityonditions into onditions on some element of A.(4.8) Lemma. Let F (T ) be a polynomial over A and q 2 Q :(i) Then F (L�q ) = 0 in A if and only if (T � L�q )jF (T ) in A[T ℄. And if (T � L�q )jF (T )in A[T ℄, then the quotient F (T )=(T � L�q ) is uniquely de�ned in A[T ℄.(ii) Let n 2 N n f0g suh that (T � L�q )njF (T ) in A[T ℄. Write F (T ) = (T � L�q )F 0(T )for some F 0(T ) 2 A[T ℄. Then (T � L�q )n�1jF 0[T ℄ in A[T ℄.Remark. In fat this is true for any ommutative ring A with unity and for any x 2 A(instead of L�q ).Proof. (i) By the division algorithm.(ii) There exists a polynomial G(T ) over A suh thatF (T ) = (T � L�q )nG(T )= (T � L�q )F 0(T ):So we get the equality (T � L�q )(F 0(T ) � (T � L�q )n�1G(T )) = 0 in A[T ℄. Beause theoeÆient of T in T �L�q is not a zero divisor, this implies that F 0(T ) = (T �L�q )n�1G(T )whih proves the lemma. � 29



(4.9) Lemma. Let a; q 2 Q and b 2 N n f0g. Then(i) (T � L�q ) j (1� L�aT b) in A[T ℄ if and only if �ab = q; and(ii) 1� L�aT b = �(T � La=b)(L�aT b�1 + L�(b�1)a=bT b�2 + � � �+ L�2a=bT + L�a=b).If G = (1� L�aT b)=(T � La=b), then G(La=b) = �bL�a=b , hene it is a unit in A.Proof. (i) Follows immediately from Lemma 4.8(i).(ii) Trivial. �(4.9.1) Remark. It is easily seen that the only andidate poles for the motivi zeta funtionare the rational numbers � �iNi , i 2 T , with (�i; Ni) the numerial data obtained from anembedded resolution. Of ourse, this is what we aimed at.(4.10) Lemma. Let q 2 Q , n 2 N n f0g and F (T ) a polynomial over A. Suppose that(T � L�q )n ���� F (T )1� L�a1T b1T � L�q � � � 1� L�arT brT � L�q (1� L�1T d1) � � � (1� L�sT ds);where ai; j 2 Q and bi; dj 2 N n f0g suh that �aibi = q and � jdj 6= q (for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg; j 2f1; : : : ; sg). Then (T � L�q )n j F (T ).Proof. Denote 1�L�a1T b1T�L�q � � � 1�L�arT brT�L�q (1� L�1T d1) � � � (1� L�sT ds) by G(T ). We will provethe lemma by indution on n. When n = 1, Lemma 4.8(i) gives us that it is suÆient toshow that F (L�q )G(L�q ) = 0 implies F (L�q ) = 0. But this is trivial, sine all the fators ofG(L�q ) are units in A. Now suppose that (T �L�q )n j F (T )G(T ) and that the lemma holdsfor n� 1. Then, by the indution hypothesis, we have immediately (T � L�q )n�1 j F (T ). Sothere exists a polynomial H(T ) 2 A[T ℄ suh that F (T ) = (T � L�q )n�1H(T ). By applyingn� 1 times Lemma 4.8(ii) we get (T � L�q ) j H(T )G(T ):But now we an use ase n = 1 to obtain that T � L�q divides H(T ) over A, implying that(T � L�q )n j F (T ). �(4.11) Lemma. Let F (T ) and G(T ) be polynomials over A (di�erent from zero), whereG(T ) belongs to the multipliatively losed subset D of A[T ℄ we loalize to in the de�nitionof R0, see (4.5). Let q 2 Q . Thenn(FG; q) = n(F; q) + n(G; q)= n(F; q) + #ffators 1� L�aT b in G(T ) with � ab = qg:Proof. It is easy to see that n(FG; q) � n(F; q) + n(G; q). In order to prove the otherinequality, we �rst show that n(G; q) = #ffators 1� L�aT b in G with �ab = qg. Write G30



in the form G = (1� L�a1T b1) � � � (1� L�arT br)(1� L�1T d1) � � � (1� L�sT ds);with ai; j 2 Q and bi; dj 2 N n f0g suh that �aibi = q and � jdj 6= q, for i 2 f1; : : : ; rg; j 2f1; : : : ; sg.From Lemma 4.9(i) it is lear that n(G; q) � r. Suppose now that n(G; q) > r. ThenLemma 4.8(ii) implies that(T � L�q )n(G;q)�r ����1� L�a1T b1T � L�q � � � 1� L�arT brT � L�q (1� L�1T d1) � � � (1� L�sT ds);whih obviously gives us a ontradition by Lemma 4.10. So we may onlude that n(G; q) =r. Now we proeed with the proof of the remaining inequality , namely n(FG; q) � n(F; q)+r. Suppose that n(FG; q) > n(F; q) + r. We have (T � L�q )n(FG;q)jFG, from whih wededue by Lemma 4.8(ii) and Lemma 4.10 that (T � L�q )n(FG;q)�rjF . But this ontraditsthe de�nition of n(F; q), beause we supposed that n(FG; q)� r > n(F; q). �Now we are ready to prove the result we are after.(4.12) Proposition. De�nition 4.7 is independent of the hosen representation of ' 2 R0as quotient of two polynomials over A.Proof. Consider two representations of ', ' = F1(T )G1(T ) and ' = F2(T )G2(T ) , with Fi(T ) 2 A[T ℄ n f0gand Gi(T ) 2 D � A[T ℄, for i = 1; 2. Then there exists an element H(T ) of D suh thatH(F1G2�F2G1) = 0 in A[T ℄. By repeated appliation of the previous lemma we obtain thatn(H; q) + n(F1; q) + n(G2; q) = n(H; q) + n(F2; q) + n(G1; q), whih proves the proposition.�(4.13) Remark. Everything we have said an be repeated word for word in the ase of motivizeta funtions over the monodromi or equivariant Grothendiek ring. For a de�nition ofthese funtions, see for example [5℄.5 The motivi zeta funtion(5.1) In this subsetion we will try to give similar onditions for being a pole as in Setions 2and 3, but now for the motivi zeta funtion Zmot(f; T ) assoiated to a nononstant regularfuntion f on a normal surfae germ (S; 0). Reall the de�nition in (1.5). We will obtainthat the behaviour of the poles easily speializes to the Hodge-level zeta funtions. This anbe onsidered as some indiation of the appropriateness of De�nition 4.7.We �x an embedded resolution of suh a funtion on a normal surfae germ and weuse the notation of (1.3). In the ase of the topologial zeta funtion (and of ourse also31



in the ase of the zeta funtion on the level of Hodge polynomials) a rational number q isa pole of order 2 as soon as there exist two interseting urves Ei and Ej, i; j 2 T , withq = � �iNi = � �jNj . The next results will show that this is still true in our new situation.(5.2) Lemma. Let q 2 Q ; F1(T ); F2(T ) 2 A[T ℄ n f0g and N1(T ); N2(T ) 2 D. Reall thede�nition of A and D in (4.4) and (4.5), respetively.(i) If n(N1; q) � n(F1; q) > n(N2; q) � n(F2; q), then n(N1N2; q) � n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) =n(N1; q)� n(F1; q).(ii) If n(N1; q) � n(F1; q) = n(N2; q) � n(F2; q), then n(N1N2; q) � n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) �n(N1; q)� n(F1; q).Remark. When F1N2 + F2N1 = 0; we interpret n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) as +1.Proof. We prove (i); with the same kind of argument (but easier) the seond part an beproved. From Lemma 4.11 we easily dedue that it is suÆient to prove that n(F1N2 +F2N1; q) = n(F1N2; q). The given inequality, in ombination with Lemma 4.11, resultsin n(F2N1; q) > n(F1N2; q). This already proves that n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) � n(F1N2; q).Suppose now that n(F1N2 + F2N1; q) > n(F1N2; q). Then there exists a natural numberm > n(F1N2; q) suh that (T �L�q )m divides both F1N2+F2N1 and F2N1. But this impliesthat (T � L�q )m divides also F1N2, yielding a ontradition. �Now onsider the onrete formula for the motivi zeta funtion in terms of an embeddedresolution :Zmot(f; T ) =Xi2Te[EÆi ℄ (L � 1)L��iTNi1� L��iTNi + Xfi;jg�T [Ei \ Ej℄ (L � 1)2(L��iTNi)(L��j TNj)(1� L��iTNi)(1� L��jTNj) :Lemma 5.2 indiates how the order of a andidate pole q behaves when we add several termsin the expression above. The idea is that by adding terms with the same order (for q) theorder may drop, but by adding terms with a di�erent order, the order remains equal to thelargest order.(5.3) Proposition. Let q 2 Q . Then q is a pole of order 2 of Zmot(f; T ) if and only if thereexist two interseting urves Ei and Ej, i; j 2 T , with q = � �iNi = � �jNj .Proof. One impliation is trivial. In order to prove the other one, we suppose that thereexist two interseting urves Ei and Ej with q = � �iNi = � �jNj . From the disussion above weknow that we just have to onsider the part of Zmot(f; T ) of the following form :[Ei1\Ej1 ℄(L�1)2 L��i1 TNi1 L��j1 TNj1(1�L��i1 TNi1 )(1�L��j1 TNj1 )+� � �+[Eir\Ejr ℄(L�1)2 L��ir TNir L��jr TNjr(1�L��ir TNir )(1�L��jr TNjr ) ,32



where fEik ; Ejkg are preisely all the interseting pairs with � �ikNik = � �jkNjk = q. When wewrite this expression with a ommon denominator, we see that q is indeed a pole of order 2,unless (by Lemma 4.8(i))rXk=1(L � 1)2[Eik \ Ejk ℄ rYl=1l 6=k(�NilLq )(�NjlLq ) = 0 in A:Remark that [Eik \ Ejk ℄ is equal to #(Eik \ Ejk) times the unit element of A. Thereforethe last ondition is equivalent to m(L � 1)2L(2r�2)q = 0 in A for some m 2 N n f0g. Thisimplies that m = 0 in A, beause 1� L and L are units in A. But sine the harateristiof A is zero, following from the fat that in the de�nition of A we inverted all the non-zerointegers, we get a ontradition. �(5.4) Consider now a rational number q and suppose that there are no two intersetingurves Ei and Ej, i; j 2 T , with q = � �iNi = � �jNj . Let E be an exeptional urve withandidate pole � �N = q. Then we will denote the expression(L � 1)�NLq  [EÆ℄ + rXi=1 (L � 1)L��i�qNi1� L��i�qNi !in A by R and all it the ontribution of E to the residue of the andidate pole q. Herebywe assume that E intersets other urves Ei, i 2 T , r times, where we ount the di�erentintersetion points if a urve Ei intersets E several times. When E is an irreduible om-ponent of the strit transform we use the same notation for the expression obtained fromthe previous one by omitting the term [EÆ℄.Following more or less the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 5.3 we obtain thefollowing result.(5.4.1) Proposition. Let q 2 Q . Suppose that Ei, i = 1; :::; s (i 2 T ), are preisely theurves with � �iNi = q and suppose that Ei \ Ej = ; if i 6= j. Then q is a pole (of order 1) ofZmot(f; T ) if and only if R1 + � � �+Rs 6= 0 in A.We an now prove the following theorem, the motivi variant of Theorem 3.4.(5.5) Theorem. Let f be a nononstant regular funtion on a normal surfae germ (S; 0)and let q 2 Q . Fix an embedded resolution of f�1f0g in (S; 0) and use the notation of (1.3).Then q is a pole of Zmot(f; T ) if and only if(i) q = � 1Ni for some irreduible omponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g, or(ii) q = � �iNi for some rational exeptional urve Ei interseting at least three times otheromponents Ej with �j � �iNiNj 6= 1, or(iii) q = � �iNi for a yle of rational exeptional urves Ei, or33



(iv) q = � �iNi for some non-rational exeptional urve Ei.Proof. Sine the ase of a pole of order two is totally overed by Proposition 5.3 and the�rst argument in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we may restrit to a pole of order 1 and assumethat there exist no two urves Ei and Ej, i; j 2 T , with q = � �iNi = � �jNj .Suppose now that (at least) one of the onditions in the right-hand side of the equivalenein the statement is satis�ed. Then we know from Theorem 3.4 that q is a pole of ZHod(f; s)(of order 1), whih means that the residue of q is not equal to zero. But, using the notationof Proposition 5.4.1, this residue an easily be seen as the speialization of R1 + � � � +Rsto the level of Hodge polynomials, whih implies that R1 + � � �+Rs itself is di�erent fromzero. So q is a pole (of order 1) of Zmot(f; T ) by Proposition 5.4.1. For the other impliationit is suÆient to show that for a rational exeptional urve E with one or two intersetionpoints the ontribution R is equal to zero. As usual this is straightforward using Equation1.6.5. �(5.6) Remarks.(i) When (S; 0) is a nonsingular surfae germ, then we an restate Theorem 5.5 in thefollowing way, using now the numerial data obtained from the minimal embeddedresolution.A rational number q is a pole of Zmot(f; T ) if and only if q = � 1Ni for some irreduibleomponent Ei of the strit transform of f�1f0g or q = � �iNi for some exeptional urveEi interseting at least three times other omponents.This follows immediately from the fat that in the nonsingular ase the expressions�j � �iNiNj are stritly smaller than 1 for the minimal embedded resolution, see [9,Proposition II.3.1℄ or Lemma 2.6.(ii) As in Remarks 2.12 and 3.5 we an also assoiate a motivi zeta funtion to an arbitrarye�etive Weil divisor. We use the same notion of pole as in Remark 4.2.1, where nown stands for the least ommon denominator of the Ni, i 2 T . Of ourse this number nis independent of the hosen embedded resolution, whih is easily seen by the fat thatan arbitrary embedded resolution fators through the minimal one. Then the resultsof Setion 5 will also be true for these zeta funtions.Referenes[1℄ V. Alexeev, Log anonial surfae singularities : arithmetial approah, seminar SaltLake City 1991, In Flips and abundane for algebrai threefolds, J. Koll�ar ed., Ast�erisque211 (1992), 47{58.[2℄ V. Batyrev, Stringy Hodge numbers of varieties with Gorenstein anonial singulari-ties, Pro. Taniguhi Symposium 1997, In Integrable Systems and Algebrai Geometry,Kobe/Kyoto 1997, World Si. Publ. (1999), 1{32.[3℄ J. Denef and F. Loeser, Carat�eristiques d'Euler-Poinar�e, fontions zeta loales, etmodi�ations analytiques, J. Amer. Math. So. 5 (1992), 705{720.34
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